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We would like to correct five mistakes in our paper “Discovering Documentation for Java Container Classes” published in the August 2007 issue of this journal:

1. The caption for Fig. 4 (p. 529) says:
   
   (a) $\text{NewObjectStack()}\text{state}$
   
   instead of
   
   (a) $\text{NewObjectStack().state}$.

2. The caption for Fig. 4 (p. 529) says:
   
   (e) $\text{push(\text{NewObjectStack().state}}$:
   
   instead of
   
   (e) $\text{push(\text{NewObjectStack().state, Object07}.state :}$

3. Section 3.3.3 (p. 531) says:
   
   $op(\text{term1.state}.\text{retval, diff}.\text{retval} = \text{obs(\text{term2}.\text{retval}}$
   
   instead of
   
   $op(\text{obs(\text{term1}.\text{retval, diff}.\text{retval} = \text{obs(\text{term2}.\text{retval}}$

4. In Section 5 (p. 534, bottom of first column) $\text{term1}$ says
   
   $\text{push(\text{ObjectStack().state, 4}.state}$
   
   instead of
   
   $\text{push(\text{ObjectStack().state, Object04}.state}$

5. Equation (8) (p. 539) omits the opening parenthesis after $\text{addAll}$.

We apologize to the reader for any inconvenience these mistakes may have caused. We are indebted to Hewijin Christine Jiau, Dung-Feng Yu, and Kuo-Feng Ssu for pointing out these mistakes.
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